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That was followed by a move to the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Colorado. There he helped launch the organization's climate project and pioneered the development of general circulation models (GCMs) of long-term atmospheric dynamics, on which much of contemporary climate science has since depended. He also co-founded the journal Climatic Change, which he edited until the end of his life.
Steve's early work focused on aerosols. This led him to weigh the reflective effects of air pollution on global average temperatures against the forcing effect of rising concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. In the early 1970s, he reported that the aerosol effects appeared to be winning (but the growing concentrations of other greenhouse gases, such as nitrous oxide, methane, and CFCs were not yet recognized). This later caused climate change deniers to claim that Steve flip-flopped on climate cooling versus heating. By the mid-1970s, however, the models and real-world observations of accumulating CO 2 indicated the likely direction of global warming, which was affirmed by discovery of the other gases. Steve, like any good scientist (and unlike the deniers), changed his views as new data became available.
Steve was above all a climate scientist. In addition to his work on global warming, he was engaged in the issues of stratospheric ozone depletion in the 1970s and 1980s, and later in "nuclear winter" analyses showing that a large-scale nuclear war would cause widespread devastating effects on weather and climate for many months afterward.
Besides being a leading climatologist, with hundreds of scientific papers and several books to his credit, Steve was dedicated to expanding understanding by both the public and decision-makers of science in general and the threat of climate disruption in particular. He advised every president starting with Richard Nixon on climate matters and appeared on innumerable radio and television programs, including the Tonight Show with Johnny Carson. He excelled in clearly explaining the complexities of climate science and how science in general works to lay audiences, often using humor to explain fine points or to disarm challengers. Any colleague, student, or even casual acquaintance who asked a question was given generous time and attention. He was similarly attentive to any lymphoma victim, many of whom consulted him after reading his book Patient from Hell which described his collaboration with doctors in fighting his own disease. His achievements in both scientific research and public education won him a MacArthur "genius award" in 1992, the year he moved from NCAR to Stanford University.
In 1995, Steve married Terry Root, an outstanding scientist in her own right. Her specialty was the mechanisms controlling the geographic distribution of birds, and she and Steve coauthored seminal papers on how human-induced climate change is influencing natural populations of plants and animals, especially by changing the timing of blooming and animal migrations.
Steve was a key figure in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a global scientific body founded by the United Nations and World Meteorological Organization to study the probable consequences of climate change and possible responses to it by the world community, from its inception in the late 1980s. In 2007 he shared in the Nobel Prize given to the IPCC and to former Vice-President Al Gore. He served as a lead author on a major sector of each of the four important reports issued from 1990 to 2007, and was preparing to participate in the fifth report due to appear in 2014.
In the last decade, despite the increasingly debilitating physical effects of his disease, he continued to travel the world speaking to fellow scientists, decision makers, the media, and the general public about the potential consequences of human intervention in the climate system. He was especially distressed by the well-organized and well-financed crusade by a small group of right wing ideologues, mostly not climate scientists of note, to confuse the public into thinking there was much more uncertainty in the findings of the scientific community than actually existed [see 1, 2] . His strenuous efforts to counter the disinformation spread by these individuals, some of whom had previously been recruited by industry to deny the threats from smoking, acid rain, and ozone depletion, certainly were an element in Steve's unhappily early demise. Humanity has lost a unique asset and a strong voice for both scientific and civic responsibility in Steve Schneider.
